Project valuation tutorial
The present document comprises a case study which illustrates the use of
Toolip Valuation for the analysis of patented technology projects and
portfolios. The document contains a practical example and a suggested
strategy for valuating patents inside a company. Please follow the
instructions included in the tutorial to set up a complete Toolip Valuation
project according to the information given in the examples.
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VALUATION OF PATENTED TECHNOLOGY: “IMPROVEMENT FOR ROLLER SKATES”

Introduction
Your company, Zpeedz Corp™, is a global manufacturer of extreme sport products,
with special focus on speed-racing roller skates. Your R&D team has developed a new project
with the object of providing a novel shock-absorber device for roller skates, and particularly for
those with aligned wheels, which is able to guarantee remarkably high speeds, improved
stability and also better safe conditions for the users.
After months of work, the R&D team has designed
a new shock-absorbing device solution which
highly improves the previous roller-skate systems,
according to the results of pre-production tests.
The engineers are very excited about the obtained
results and they have contacted the Zpeedz Corp™
Production Department in order to include the
new shock-absorbing devices in the coming roller
skating product lines as soon as possible.

As a result, the Production Department of the
company discusses the potential benefits of incorporating the
new shock-absorbing device into the current roller skate
products of the company, and decides to set up a product
development strategy based on five action areas: legal,
technological, marketing, strategic positioning and financial
planning. Then, after meeting the Directors of the referred
areas, each of them are assigned specific tasks to bring the
shock-absorption device into reality and put it into all Zpeedz Corp™ relevant markets. In the
following sections, the actions related to each action area are explained in further detail.
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Guidelines for valuation
Through this tutorial, we shall learn to use the information given about the different
action areas (legal, technology, market, strategy, and financial) to fill in the questionnaires and
financial data pages of a new Toolip Valuation project. Some of the details and answers to the
questionnaires will be clear from the text explanations. However, some of them will be not so
clear or even not discussed (as it usually happens in the real life of patent valuation processes,
where sometimes the full information is not available for the valuation professionals). For
those ambiguous or unclear data, it is advised to make deductions from the valuation case
context, to approximate the answers to medium values in the questionnaires or to test the
entry of several different answers, to assess their effect into the final valuation results.

Legal Area
As soon as the new technology is communicated by the engineers of the R&D team,
the Intellectual Property (IP) team files a European Patent application to protect the developed
invention, claiming a shock-absorbing device for roller skates and a process of manufacturing
said device. The main claim of the application covers several embodiments of the inventions so
that the claimed device can be in principle applied to any existing roller skate.
However, although the application has already been filed, no search has been carried
out yet by the European Patent Office. Nevertheless, one of the experts of the IP team has
performed a state-of-the-art searches in Europe, USA and Japan and they reveal that there are
no relevant previous disclosures that could negatively affect the patentability of the invention.
Finally, the IP team decides not to perform any infringement monitoring at this
moment, waiting until the patent is about to be granted or extended in further markets.

Technology Area
Once the pre-production tests have been completed, the engineers of the R&D team
have thoroughly analyzed the needs and necessary steps to be taken in order to include the
shock-absorbing technology into the company’s existing product lines. They are confident that
it would take no more than one year from now to adapt the present factory production lines to
the new technical requirements and to train the production staff to deal with the new
requirements. The R&D team has also written a technical document in which they are very
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optimistic about the improvement results that can be achieved with this new technology,
which could be of extremely high value for both roller-skate racing professionals and
amateurs, as a consequence of the maximum speed and safety condition improvements.

Market Area
The Marketing Area of Zpeedz Corp™ is very excited about this new technology, since
it coincides with a period of high increase of users and global sells in the roller-skating market
that could highly benefit the company’s acceptance by the public. In this sense, the Director of
the Area states that “this new technology can give us a strong advantage in all our current
markets of activity during no less than eight or ten years, allowing us to expand our
commercial opportunities and substantially increase our turnover, even while keeping the
current selling consumer prices constant”. The latter is very important for the company, since
during this economic crisis period the users are not particularly willing to experiment price
increases in the goods they use in their free time.
In addition, the Marketing Area Director is also urging the R&D team to accelerate the
final development of the technology, since he is well aware that your main competitor, RollarZ
Inc™, is also currently working on new devices for increasing the top speed of roller skates.
Being late in commercializing this technology after RollarZ Inc™ starts selling its new products
could be very dangerous and costly, leading to market share losses.

Strategic Area
The CEO of the company, Mr. Anthony Hawke, has decided to use this new technology
as the front-line development policy of Zpeedz Corp™. In this sense, he has contacted all the
departments inside the company, asking them to align as much as possible the release of this
new technology with the company’s core business strategy, building a powerful brand image in
new markets and, if possible, improving it in the current company’s operation areas.
Unfortunately, due to limited budget plans for the following two years, the company
will not be able to focus on deeply monitoring or opposing to the IP activities of competitors
such as RollarZ Inc™, so it will still take at least three years to be able to start any patent
opposition or infringement action in any market. But depending on future revenues or licenses
associated to the new shock absorbers, those actions could be affordable even sooner, if
results are good enough.
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Financial Area
The Financial Department of Zpeedz Corp™ has performed extensive economic
forecasts of the potential profits achievable with the new shock-absorption device. In this
sense, even the patented technology is not absolutely essential for maintaining the global
output in the roller-skate business area, with an estimate of 80% of maintained output in case
of not developing the technology, the overall forecast results obtained show that this new
invention could contribute with between 18% and 20% of the accumulated profits of the
company in the coming years.
As a further advantage, including the new shock absorbers into the production line of
Zpeedz Corp™ roller skates would comprise only limited R&D extra costs. However, in contrast,
the Production Department has recently informed that, according to their calculations,
producing new roller skates equipped with the new technology could increase production
costs between 11% and 14%. Fortunately, no further production equipment would be required
to include the new shock absorbers into the Zpeedz Corp™ roller-skate production line.

Financial Data

The Financial Department has recently published Zpeedz Corp™ last year’s financial
accounts. According to the results, this year has been really good compared to previous years.
The total gross business turnover has been slightly over 3,500,000 €, wherein the net business
turnover (subtracting direct plus indirect costs) has been around 1,500,000 €. From the total
costs, 70% belong to manufacturing costs and a 30% belong to indirect costs.
In addition, investment and depreciation costs are around 350,000 € spent every two
years. The growth rate in the company’s active markets in the last year has been remarkable,
lying above 12%, even in a general situation of economic inactivity (inflation and yield rate
mean values of Zpeedz Corp™ active markets lie around 1%-2%).
More specifically, the company comprises three main business areas, which are
respectively devoted to skateboards and longboards (accounting for 18% of the total
turnover), roller scooters (15% of the total) and roller skates (67% of the total turnover).
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VALUATION RESULTS

Given the previous example, now please find the translation of the discussed sections
into the Toolip Valuation language of technology assessment. In the following data, note that
some of the results are directly extracted from the above paragraphs, and some are estimates
based on assumptions. Try to find the relevant lines in the examples containing the answers to
the questionnaires, so that you can master the process of patent valuation:

The first section of the valuation project comprises the internal information to identify
your invention. Please fill in the text boxes with the relevant data for explaining the technology
and/or the objectives of the valuation process. In the following sections, please find enclosed
the questionnaires related to the legal, technology, market, strategy, and financial aspects of
your patent valuation, as disclosed in the tutorial case example:
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According to the above valuation results, it can be verified that the new shockabsorption device by Zpeedz Corp™ has a net present value of about 2,125,000 €, which can be
associated to the maximum transfer value of the patented technology. However, also note
that, when taking into account risk and opportunity effects in the valuation, the net present
value decreases to be slightly below of 1,600,000 €, constituting the latter a more realistic
value for transfer purposes.
In addition, in case of licensing the technology to another company, for example to
RollarZ Inc™, a royalty annual payment of around 70,000 € is suggested for the current market
areas of your company, which represents about 2% of the company gross annual turnover
(around a 3% of the roller-skate business area turnover).
Regarding the qualitative values of our patent, results show that the new device
developed by Zpeedz Corp™ has an overall value 67,50% (thus representing a patented
technology of medium-high value) with associated risk and opportunity values of respectively
48,81% and 60,00% (representing intermediate values of risk and opportunity).
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CONCLUSIONS

With the provided example and explanations given in this document, we have learned
to complete patent valuation projects through the use of Toolip Valuation. Along the patent
valuation process, we have gathered extensive data about the current situation of our
company and relevant business areas, something which becomes crucial to perform an
accurate assessment of the patented technology.

Now you can apply the knowledge acquired with this example to a real Toolip
Valuation project! You will be able to generate full-detail valuation reports summarizing all the
results obtained for your patented technology, and displaying full-color graphics containing all
the information derived from the whole valuation process, such as the cash-flow projections,
or the company or business area profits associated to the patented technologies.

Finally, this tutorial is provided along with an XML project ready for its execution in
Toolip Valuation, and also with an associated valuation report in PDF format. You can
download them for free on our website: www.toolipvaluation.com.

Thank you for using Toolip!
The Toolip Valuation Team
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